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New design of timing-controller circuit board for accelerators in the SCRIT facility 
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A timing-controller circuit board installed in the electron 
injection system at the SCRIT facility1) has been designed 
for electron beam injection from a racetrack microtron 
(RTM) into the storage ring (SR2). However, it is used to 
inject the electrons into the electron-beam driven RI 
separator2) (ERIS) at the SCRIT facility. For electron 
injection into the SR2, the frequency of the beam pulse 
frequency is 2.0 Hz. On the other hand, a higher frequency 
is desired to have a high intensity beam of RIs of ERIS. 

The SR2 was developed as the electron storage ring in 
order to provide synchrotron radiation for basic research 
and/or application for industries as the lithography light 
source. Consequently, the timing controller system for the 
electron injection does not have the function to inject the 
beam into another facility such as ERIS. In order to satisfy 
both injection conditions into SR2 and ERIS, the 
timing-controller should have a function to switch the beam 
between the storage ring SR2 and ERIS and to change the 
injection conditions. In this report, we detail the new design 
for the timing-controller circuit board. The circuit board has 
functions for processing internal pulse triggers and external 
triggers to utilize various injection parameters for ERIS. 
Therefore, we added a switching function onto the new 
board. 

We used the 74HC logic IC family to construct the circuit 
as the original circuit is designed using the 74HC logic IC 
family and it is relatively easy to buy this from the vendors. 
In addition, almost all of the 74HC family is provided in 
DIP packages. The speed of 74HC is high enough for more 
than 1 kHz frequency. The final goal of the frequency is 100 
Hz for this new board. 

Figure 1 shows a simplified circuit diagram for one 
channel. Each channel has two trigger inputs (Ext. TRG 
and TRG), interlock signal inputs (Ext. I/L and I/L), and 
one trigger selector input. One board has five channels 
inside. 

Fig. 1. Simplified schematic of the circuit. 
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Figure 2 is the photo of the developed circuit board. The 
white connector at the right side is for the connection to the 
mother board of the timing-controller system. In the 
connector, there are 5 coaxial connectors for internal trigger 
input, 5 interlock signal pins (24 V), and DC 15 V power 
line. The 15 V is converted into 5 V by a regulator IC to 
provide electric power for the logic ICs. On the left side, 
there are 5 coaxial connectors for external trigger inputs, 5 
external interlock pins, and int./ext. selector pins. The 
selector pins can be used by either short/open or 5 V / 0 V 
states. To use the 5 V / 0 V states as selectors, IC 62003 has 
to be installed into the IC socket next to the input pins. 

Other than the input connectors, there are a few DIP 
switches on the board. One of them is a selector switch that 
select the terminator for the external trigger input. It is 
possible to choose either 50 ohm or 1M ohm. Other 
switches are “interlock ON” switch and “interlock flip” 
switches. 

Output trigger lines are insulated from the logic system 
of this circuit board by pulse transformers. Input signals 
into the pulse transformers are supplied by the series of 
driver ICs and FETs to provide sufficient voltage and power 
for 50 ohm impedance lines. The pulse peak heights from 
the FETs are close to the 15 V power line. The outputs from 
the pulse transformers should be similar to the input signals, 
since the ratio of the transformer is 1:1. In order to modify 
the pulse shape of the output, zener diodes are used to 
control the output pulse heights. All output pulse except for 
the output for the RF driver is set at 5 V heights. The widths 
of the pulses depends on the input trigger widths.  

The newly designed circuit boards have been already 
installed, and they are confirmed to work at the frequency 
of 100 Hz. 

Fig. 2. Photo of the timing-controller circuit board. The left 
side is for the external trigger input area, and the right 
internal. The black connector at the left bottom is selector 
pins for the int./ext. input switches. 
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All-solid-state continuous-wave laser source at 313 nm for laser
cooling of Be+ ions

A. Takamine,∗1 H. Ohmae,∗2 M. Wada,∗1,∗3 and H. Katori∗2

An all-solid-state laser system operated at a wave-
length of 313 nm is developed for laser cooling of Be+

ions aimed at hyperfine anomaly measurements of Be
isotope ions, including the neutron halo nucleus 11Be1),
and sympathetic cooling of highly charged ions with
Be+ ions.
Laser beams at 313 nm were traditionally produced

by second-harmonic generation (SHG) of a 626 nm ra-
diation obtained from a dye laser2). However, com-
pared with such a liquid laser, a solid-state laser is
more suitable for long-term operation because of its re-
liability and stability. In recent years, solid-state laser
systems to provide light in a single-mode at 313 nm
have been demonstrated: sum-frequency generation
(SFG) of a 532 nm frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser
and a 760 nm Ti:sapphire laser3), frequency quintu-
pling of a 1565 nm amplified fiber laser system4), SHG
of a 626 nm laser light by SFG of amplified fiber laser
systems at 1550 nm and 1051 nm5), and frequency
doubling of a 626 nm light from a cooled down diode
laser6). Although some of these can produce 313 nm
light with a high power of more than 100 mW, they
are expensive. The procedure in Ref.6) is the cheapest
but it requires a very high finesse SHG cavity, which
might cause a noisy output because the fluctuation of
the cavity length needs to be suppressed to the level
much smaller than the ratio of the laser wavelength to
the finesse and the fluctuation of the laser frequency is
required to be much smaller than the ratio of the free
spectral range to the finesse.

We develop a cost-efficient laser system with a rea-
sonably high output power as shown in Fig. 1. Laser
light at 939 nm from a Littrow configuration external-
cavity diode laser (ECDL) is amplified up to ∼2 W
through a tapered amplifier (TA) chip (m2k-TA-095-
2000). The high power 939 nm light is delivered
through an optical fiber and divided into two beams.
One is injected into a SHG cavity with a type-I phase-
matching BiB3O6 crystal to produce 470 nm laser
light. The other 939 nm beam and the 470 nm SHG
output beam are injected into a SFG cavity with a
type-I phase-matching BBO crystal to produce 313 nm
laser light with an expected power of ∼5 mW, which
is high enough for laser cooling of Be+ ions. The cav-
ity lengths are controlled by using Pound-Drever-Hall
locking7) with the reflected pump beams from the in-
put couplers, which are monitored by photodetectors
(PDs). The sidebands required for the locking scheme
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are generated by an electro optical modulator (EOM).

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the laser setup.

Figure 2 (a) shows the measurement results of the
injection current dependence of the output power from
the TA chip at 22.01 ◦C with a seed light of 10 mW.
The output power of the single-mode laser light from
the fiber output coupler was 900 mW with a fiber input
of 1.72 W, including the amplified spontaneous emis-
sion background. The highest 620 mW power of the
470 nm laser was obtained from SHG at a pump power
of 900 mW, as shown in Fig. 2 (b), which means we
achieved a high second harmonic conversion efficiency
of ∼70 %. Although tuning of SFG cavity is now un-
der way, we have a high degree of expectation for this
novel scheme to produce laser light at 313 nm intense
enough for laser cooling experiments.

Fig. 2. (a) TA output power as a function of injection cur-

rents with a seed light of 10 mW at 939 nm. (b) Output

power of SHG as a function of the input power of 939 nm

laser light.
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